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Unemployment without Protest: 

The Ironstone Mining Communities 
of East Cleveland in the 

Inter-war Period 
MALCOLM CHASE 

This is a study of absences. It treats an area of Britain-East 
Cleveland (on the North Yorkshire coast between Teesside and 
Whitby)-almost totally absent from histories of the inter-war 
period. 1 And it considers an occupational group-ironstone 
miners-that are largely ignored by labour historians. 2 More par-
ticularly, however, this essay is about the absence of protest by 
the unemployed. A failure to protest was arguably the norm 
among British unemployed workers in the inter-war period. As 
well as seeking to fill geographical and occupational lacunae in 
our knowledge of inter-war unemployment, this study will there-
fore develop some tentative conclusions that may contribute to an 
understanding of the circumstances in which protest does not 
happen. 

On the face of it, it is strange that the histories of inter-war 
Britain and its unemployed have ignored East Cleveland. At the 
beginning of 1930, Cleveland's ironstone mines employed 4,271 
workers; by the winter of 1932-3, the workforce had shrunk to 
1,253. The eastern part of the district was particularly affected, its 
two Labour Exchange districts recording unemployment figures 
(for workers registered under the National Insurance scheme) that 

1 A neglect all the sharper given the extensive study of neighbouring Teesside in the 
period, see Kate Nicholas, The Social Effects of Unemployment on Teesside, 1919-39 (Manchester, 
1986). 

2 The only works of substance on the Cleveland ironstone mining district are: Anthony 
Nicholson, 'Common Ground: The Dynamics of Mutuality in the Cleveland Ironstone 
Field, 185o-1914' (Ph.D. thesis, CNAA, Teesside Polytechnic, 1988); and Margaret 
Williamson, '"The Iron Chancellors": The Dynamics of the Domestic Economy in 
Ironstone-Mining Households, 19I8-1g64', Journal of Family History, 28/3 (July 2003), 
391-410. 
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nudged go per cent. 3 The extent and depth of poverty in these 
'most sordid little villages, each so harsh and depressing', appalled 
visitors from southern England. 4 Michael Tippett was among 
them. For him the experience was politically formative, encapsu-
lated in the recollection of hiking with a friend through the area, 
and stopping 'for a picnic of bread and cheese and apples when 
some children, covered with sores, appeared from nowhere, 
picked up the breadcrumbs, grabbed the apple cores and ran off 
eating them'.5 

When in June 1934, the Manchester Guardian ran a series of articles 
titled 'Blackspots ofUnemployment', it chose to illustrate Yorkshire 
through one of the mining villages of East Cleveland, Boos beck. 
The article focused on a small terrace, two-thirds of the adult male 
residents of which were without employment. Of the seven who 
had jobs, one was a hawker and two-a grim irony-were assis-
tant relieving officers based at the Loftus Labour Exchange.6 No 
women in the terrace had waged work. Historically the area had 
offered little opportunity for female waged labour and the erosion 
of the male breadwinner ideal, wrought by mass unemployment, 
profoundly affected community relations. East Cleveland exhibited 
all the characteristic features of 'outer Britain' in the 1930s: struc-
tural long-term unemployment, especially among older males, 
forlorn hopes of recovery, and disinclination to disrupt kinship ties 
by migrating in search of work. 7 Diet was severely deficient, 'the 
principal foodstuffs are potatoes, bread, and margarine', reported 
the Guardian. However, in six of the fifteen households surveyed by 
the newspaper, access to an allotment mitigated poverty. 'These 
allotments not only provide a fair supply of vegetables but also give 
their owners something to do.' The concept of 'an economy of 
makeshifts', generally applied to survival strategies of the early 
modern and nineteenth-century poor, is no less apposite in the 
context of East Cleveland in the 1930s.8 

3 Ministry of Labour Gazette, 38/2 (Feb. 1930) and 41/1 (Jan. 1933); Michael McCann, 
'Organised Labour and the Unemployed on Teesside, 1930-36' (MA thesis, CNAA, 
Teesside Polytechnic, 1985); Malcolm Chase and Mark Whyman, Heartbreak Hill: A Response 
to Unemployment in East Cleveland in the 1930s (Redcar, 1991), 7· 

4 Phyllis Crawford, In England Still (Bristol, 1938), 33-4. 
5 Ian Kemp, Tippeu: The Composer and His Music (Oxford, 1987), 30. 
6 Manchester Guardian, 9 June I 934.
7 N. F. R. Crafts, 'Long-Term Unemployment in Britain in the 1930s', Economic History 

Review, 40/3 (1987), 418-32. 
8 See particularly Steven King, Poverty and Welfare in England, 1700-1850 (London, 2000); 
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Access to the land features very prominently in this study. 
Within East Cleveland it was at the heart of an organized strategy 
devised to address the consequences oflong-term unemployment, 
the Cleveland Unemployed Miners' Association. Nationally, land 
schemes of one kind or another were a very prominent part of 
Britain's unemployment coping strategy. 'How undying is the 
notion that the place for the unemployed is there!', a Welsh 
reformer commented in 1935. 'Nothing seems to kill it .... It is the 
persistent consciousness, ineradicably in the heart of the populace, 
that all renewal of life must come from the soil.' 9 There were 
three elements to inter-war land schemes. First were traditional 
local authority and charitable allotments, accessed by the unem-
ployed on an ad hoc basis and of the kind the Manchester Guardian 
found so important in Boosbeck. Second were some thirty-five 
workcamps for the long-term unemployed, directly run by the 
Ministry ofLabour between 1929 and 1939. 10 These were deeply 
unpopular, both because benefits were disallowed to those who 
refused to attend and because of the morale and energy-sapping 
disciplinary basis upon which these 'reconditioning centres' were 
conducted. Absenteeism ran at nearly 25 per cent. 11 

The third and most important category of inter-war land 
schemes was a wide variety of formalized, voluntarily assisted proj-
ects, often receiving direct government support. These have 
received scant attention from historians: they are given half a sen-
tence, for example, in the widely cited book by John Stevenson 
and Chris Cook, 77ze Slump. 12 However, 2,6oo allotment societies 
were registered in 1936, of which a substantial proportion was run 
by voluntary occupational centres for the unemployed, often initi-
ated by religious bodies, notably the Society of Friends (Quakers). 
The Quakers also contributed generously to the costs of statutory 

Steven King and Alannah Tomkins (eds.), The Poor in England 170o-I85o: An Economy of
Makeshifts (Manchester, 2003); Samantha Williams, 'Earnings, Poor Relief and the 
Economy of Makeshifts: Bedfordshire in the Early Years of the New Poor Law', Rural 
History, I6h (2005), 2I-52. 

9 J. W. Scott, Self-Subsistence for the Unemployed: Studies in a New Technique (London, I935), 
74.

10 Dave Colledge, Labour Camps: The British Experience (Sheffield, I989);john Field and 
Dave Colledge, '"To Recondition Human Material": An Account of a British Labour 
Camp in the 1930s', History Workshop Journal, I5 (I983);john Field, Learning through Labour: 
Training, Education and the State (Leeds, I992), 44-g9. 

I I Colledge, Labour Camps, 6, I3. 
I2 John Stevenson and Chris Cook, The Slump (London, I977), 65. 
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and charitable allotment holders who were unemployed, making, 
for example, donations to some 100,000out-of-work men on the 
principal coalfields in 1928-g. In the same period this initiative was 
extended to the Derbyshire, Somerset, Forest of Dean, and North 
Wales coalfields, and to the Cleveland ironstone field. 13 

Considerable research would be needed to build up an accurate 
picture of the extent of the voluntarily assisted land schemes, but 
it was clearly significant. In the area covered by the south-east 
Lancashire and north-east Cheshire Regional Advisory Council 
for Unemployed Workers, for example, there were no less than 
thirty-two occupational centres with allotment schemes attached 
in 1936. 14 Nationally, fifty-one schemes were substantial enough 
to merit detailed treatment in the considerable contemporary lit-
erature on the land and the unemployed. Their distribution is 
informative-west Durham but not east; North, East, and South 
Yorkshire but not West Yorkshire; and particular concentrations 
in South Wales and Lancashire (beyond Manchester). 15 The 
Cleveland Unemployed Miners' Association (CUMA) was one of 
these schemes. 16 

From 1931, the CUMA ran an ambitious land reclamation and 
cultivation scheme on three sites in the district, adjacent to the pit 
villages of Boosbeck, Lingdale, and Margrove Park. Its title is 
deceptive. It was intended to resonate with the name of the iron-
stone miners' trade union-the Cleveland Quarrymen and 
Miners' Association (CQMA). The CQMA was absorbed into the 
General & Municipal Workers' Union in 1932 but it retained a 
clear sectional identity. Neither union initiated the land scheme 
and the CQMA had an uneasy relationship with it. This was very 
much a movement for - not of-the unemployed. The scheme 
was the brainchild ofMajorJames Pennyman and his wife Ruth, 
of Ormesby Hall, Middlesbrough. When the oral history research 
on which this study is largely based was undertaken in the 198os, 

13 'Unemployed Miners' Allotments', The Times, 10 Sept. 1930. 
14 Ralph Hayburn, 'The Voluntary Occupational Centre Movement, 1932-39',]oumal 

of Contemporary History, 6/3 (1971), 156-71
15 Total calculated by comparingjohn S. Hoyland, Digging with the Unemployed (London, 

1934); id., Digging for a New England: The Co-operative Farm for Unemployed Men (London, 1936); 
Field, Learning through Labour; and Hayburn, 'The Voluntary Occupational Centre 
Movement'. 

16 Aspects of the CUMA scheme are explored in Chase and Whyman, Heartbreak Hill; 
and Malcolm Chase, 'Heartbreak Hill: Environment, Unemployment and "back to the 
land" in Interwar Cleveland', Oral History, 28/1 (Spring 2000), 33-42. 
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there were many who still recalled the Pennymans as larger-than-
life figures in the politics and public life of the region. Ruth 
Pennyman, who publicly professed to sympathize with Commu-
nism, 'was a very big charity lady', one miner's daughter recol-
lected, while 'he was like anybody would call Father Christmas 
then'. 17 'Major and Mrs Pennyman did so much to restore hope 
to the village. They were a tremendous source of encouragement,' 
recollected a miner's son. 18 'He was a very good Conservative 
squire', one of G. D. H. Cole's former students, a Manchester 
Guardian journalist who knew the Pennymans well, recalled. 19 The 
Quaker son of an engineering shop steward, who managed 
Boosbeck Industries (a furniture workshop associated with the 
CUMA), remembered 'old noblesse oblige. He really thought he had 
a responsibility. Never mind the politics of it, he'd got a respon-
sibility to do what he could for these people. '20 

Yet, even accepting that the Pennymans had an unusually gen-
erous understanding of the obligations of rank, it is curious that 
they were not themselves mine owners; nor did their landed estate 
lie within the ironstone field, being situated ten miles away on the 
eastern flank of Middlesbrough. They patronized a wide range of 
good causes on Teesside but their greatest philanthropic effort was 
targeted on communities unconnected to the Ormesby Hall 
estate, and for the benefit of unemployed workers with no con-
nection to any business in which they had an interest. Why? 

Beneath the veneer ofJames Pennyman's humanitarian con-
cerns lay a strategy for sustaining Tory paternalism in a marginal 
parliamentary constituency. Pennyman was the chairman of the 
Cleveland Conservative Association. In 1929, against all expecta-
tions, the CQMA leader and North Riding County Council 
Alderman William Mansfield was elected MP for Cleveland. 
Though the seat was lost when the second Labour government col-
lapsed in 1931, the thin majority obtained by the Conservative can-
didate was a serious concern to Pennyman. Existing resettlement 

17 Newry Miller (miner's daughter) and Bill Miller (miner) interviewed at Boosbeck, 13 
Nov. 1989. Tapes of this and other interviews cited in this study have been deposited by 
the present author at Teesside Archives (Middlesbrough), catalogue number US/1516. In 
references to this material, interviewees' social status during the 1930s is given in brackets. 

18 Mr C., letter to the author, 31]an. 1990. 
19 David Ayerst Gournalist, then teacher), interviewed at Burford, 29 May 1989. 
20 Bernard Aylward (teacher, then manager of Boosbeck Industries), interviewed at 

Oadby, 6Jan. 1989. For a less dyspeptic analysis of the Pennymans than the one offered 
here, see Mark Whyman, The Last Pennymans of Ormesby (Richmond, 2008). 
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schemes in East Cleveland involved removing the unemployed 
from the area altogether, either through the British Boys for British 
Farms initiative administered by the Young Men's Christian 
Association, or sending them to train as restaurant waiters in 
London, a project as incongruous and insubstantial as it was insult-
ing.21 The CUMA initiative, on the other hand, enabled the unem-
ployed to remain in their own homes. It was also a highly visible 
intervention in the east of the Cleveland constituency. It involved 
visits by the royal family and the patronage of the region's most 
stately home, Castle Howard. William Temple (the socially pro-
gressive Archbishop ofYork and the best-known churchman of the 
1930s) was a patron, as was the constituency's Conservative MP. 
So, too, was William Mansfield. This was a nice finesse of the local 
labour movement and Mansfield studiously never mentioned his 
role as patron of the land scheme in either his reports as parlia-
mentary candidate to his constituency party, or in the Cleveland 
miners' section of the General & Municipal Union Journal. So total is 
the silence in the records of the organized labour movement that, 
outside of newspapers, CUMA appeal leaflets are almost the only 
documentary record for Mansfield's involvement.22 

Unsurprisingly, therefore, considerable tension underlay the 
project. Furthermore, though East Cleveland shared in the inter-
war agricultural depression, Pennyman rejected the option of 
returning temporarily uncultivated farmland to the plough and 
instead leased unbroken moorland as the sites for his land scheme. 
The area's defining topographical features are tracts of marginal 
farmland and rugged moorland extending to the very edge of cliffs 
that face the North Sea, punctuated by steep-sided narrow 
wooded valleys. Even by the standards to which the miners were 
habituated, reclaiming virgin moorland was arduous, as the 
names they gave to its three sites indicate: Dartmoor (at Lingdale), 
Busky Fields (from the local dialect busk meaning a gorse-bush, 
situated near Boosbeck) and, most evocatively of all, Heartbreak 
Hill (at Margrove Park). In the 1g8os, the memory of 'Heartbreak 
Hill' endured as the generic term for all three sites. And as one 

21 In 1932, 10 'boys' were placed as waiters, and 20 as farmworkers. See 'Distressed 
Cleveland', The Tunes, 15 Feb. 1933; also 21 Dec. 1932 (YMCA training for the land); and 
11 Dec. 1935 (Cleveland Training & Employment Council). 

22 e.g. handbill tided 'The Unemployed Miners of Cleveland: An Appeal', Feb. 1932, 
Pennyman Papers, Teesside Archives (Middlesbrough) U/PEN u/28; also The Times, 16 
Feb. 1932. 
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ex-miner commented: 'it was all land that had to be reclaimed. It 
was all just moorland, rough ground, wind bushes, brackens, you 
know, anything, rubbish. '23 

The miners disliked the back-breaking task of working unbroken 
land, described in one local paper as hitherto offering no more than 
'perhaps a few days eatage for an occasional sheep'.24 Their strong 
preference was to be allocated plots to cultivate individually; but 
from the outset, Pennyman insisted 'that the difference between 
this scheme and an Allotment Association is that it means a com-
munal plot and not many small plots'. 25 He sugared the pill by 
obtaining an exemption from the North Riding Public Assistance 
Committee, so that produce from the scheme did not affect culti-
vators' benefits under the Means Test. This tacit endorsement of 
the economy of makeshifts that sustained so many of the unem-
ployed was one of many ad hoc local agreements that eventually 
persuaded the Ministry of Labour to codify terms upon which allot-
ments and smallholdings could be cultivated by the unemployed 
without adversely affecting their benefits.26 A Boosbeck teenager, 
who left school at 14 and went straight to work on Heartbreak Hill, 
recalled that 'they were paid in produce and the more hours you 
put in the more produce you got ... the rest was taken to Saltbum 
with a pony and flat cart and sold ... the money earned purchased 
livestock, seed, manure and tools'. 27 Hotel and guesthouse owners 
in the small resort were the main customers. 

However, this sales policy was criticized by non-mining trade 
unionists in the area as 'an avenue which grossly hinders local 
tradesmen and trade union principles'.28 The scheme had a divi-
sive impact on local labour solidarity, while simultaneously acting 
as an initiative in class conciliation. The Christian socialistJohn 
Hoyland saw schemes like Heartbreak Hill as expressing a spirit 
embodied 'in action of reconciliation; instead of in action of 
warfare', 'an atmosphere will develop in which relationships 
of patronage or class superiority are unthinkable'. 29 In East 
Cleveland, visiting parties of British and Continental university 
students and pupils from progressive public schools helped reclaim 

23 Bill Miller (miner). 24 North-East Daily Gazette, 13 Apr. 1933. 
25 Northern Echo, 27 Feb. 1932. 
26 Northern Echo, 16 Apr. 1932; Ministry ofLabour Gazette, 41/6 (June 1933), 202. 
27 Chase and Whyman, Heartbrealc Hill, 37.
28 'Willing Worker', letter to the editor, Northern Echo, 16 May 1932. 
29 Hoyland, Digging for a New England, 224; and id., Digging with the Unemployed, 100. 
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and cultivate the land. This aspect of the scheme was coordinated 
by Rolf Gardiner, an energetic promoter of German-style youth 
movement ideals in inter-war Britain and prominent 'fellow-trav-
eller of the right'. 30 An aspiring artist from London, Wilf Franks, 
unemployed at the time, had first met Gardiner through Rover 
Scouting and the maverick Kibbo-Kift Kindred; Franks joined 
the student volunteers at the 1931 work camp and described the 
first morning at Busky Fields: 
There was a pile of spades you see, and the group of miners-they stand 
like soldiers-they all stood and watched us coming and they moved 
back. As we came forward they moved back, they weren't meeting us. 
Then Rolf came along, and he said, 'We'll alright now, you line up there 
and we'llline up here and we're going to roll the turf back'. 

So we're lining up here, and the miners are lining up there. So I delib-
erately went and stood on the line of miners, you see. We began to dig 
and somebody said, 'You've used a shovel before, haven't you? I can see 
that from the way you work-you work like us'. And, of course, we were 
turning the turves over three times as fast as them. We went on, we 
worked for about an hour, no contact between them, you see. Anyway 
we were probably about ten foot ahead over our twenty-foot strip, you 
see, on the others. Then somebody said, one of the miners said, 'Here 
he is, here he is'. And they all stopped work and looked. And there was 
a car coming down road. And he is Major Pennyman. He came walking 
across and they stood, waiting for him to come across. The others, they 
were digging, after all they'd got to catch us up. He came along: 'This 
won't work. It's no use. We must all dig together in a line. You mustn't 
get ahead, you mustn't get ahead. Now: one miner, one student, one 
miner, one student'. 

And the miners were standing there like this. And one of them shoves 
his spade in and walks away. And another one did the same thing. And 
they all did the same thing. And there was me with a shovel, so I shoved 
mine in and walked away. We walked in silence for a while and then 
they began asking me who I was, where I lived and so on. 31 

Clearly, though East Cleveland was devoid of unemployed 
workers' protest, it was decidedly not devoid of social tension. 

The social chasm that separated the unemployed miners from 
well-meaning intervention from outside their communities did 
narrow to some extent. Furthermore, 'it was the German students 

30 Richard Griffiths, Fellow Travellers of the Right: British Enthusiasts for Nazi Germany, 
1933-39(Oxford, 1983), 40, 74-5, 142-6, 321, 324, 326-7, 362, 372. 

31 WilfFranks (unemployed artist), interviewed at Middlesbrough, 4 Nov. 1988. 
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that went over there and did a lot of back-breaking work', one 
miner's daughter emphasized.32 This recollection of a specifically 
German input brings us to a deeper motive underlying Gardiner's 
and the Pennymans' involvement in the CUMA. They subscribed 
to a current of organicist thought that emerged in the 1930s in 
reaction to industrial modernity. Features that distinguished this 
from simple nostalgic ruralism included a call for the revival of the 
social and political leadership of landed elites, a pronounced 
antipathy to capital-intensive agriculture and support for the 
emerging organic farming movement, and a racialist philosophy 
that believed pure-bred Englishness resided in its rural populations 
and their cultures, and which emphasized the congruity of English, 
German, and Scandinavian racial stocks. Gardiner's journal North 
Sea and Baltic was an early proponent of this current of thought and 
the East Cleveland workcamps were intended to be its testing 
ground. Here would be replicated the rural reconstruction efforts 
of the biindische youth movement of 1920s Germany, especially the 
Deutsche Freischar with which Gardiner was closely associated. 
German, Scandinavian, and English participation in the reclama-
tion of hitherto unproductive moorland was of huge symbolic 
importance. 

Gardiner came from a Dorset landowning family and, like 
James Pennyman, had been appalled by Labour's victory at the 
1929 General Election. Pennyman placed his political hopes in a 
revived Conservative Party and his economic trust in the opening 
up of new markets in the British Empire. Gardiner was more 
iconoclastic. Turn aside from 'the foul sewer of the Tees and 
begin to reconstruct and re-energise Cleveland', he urged 'My 
dear Jim and Ruth': 

The duty of my generation is to keep aloof from the policies of sixty-
year olds, Tories and Socialists alike, to learn, and keep eyes and ears 
alert. Isn't it possible that we shall have to step into the breach, twenty 
years hence, with mature plans for execution when those which are fash-
ionable today have crumbled to pieces? Recendy I have felt this respon-
sibility of detachment and self-preparation with unaccustomed intensity. 
. . . Socialism is dreadful, Jim. Is everything to be swallowed up in trust 
concerns, in big-machine undertakings? Is the man of individual creative 
initiative to be enslaved everywhere, even in agriculture? I see a horrible 

32 Newry Miller (miner's daughter). 
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pestilence of organisation coming over England mopping-up old fash-
ioned privacy good and bad alike .... What will be the fate of Ormesby, 
for example, after the generation of Jims and Ruths? ... In getting to 
know you two, I have felt in some way made responsible for securing 
for a living future, not for a museum posterity, the values of the imper-
ishable 'Ormesby's'.33 

The historiography of the far-right in Britain, understandably 
centred as it has been on Mosley and the British Union of Fascists, 
has tended to overlook fellow-travellers of Nazism outside the 
BUF. Gardiner's sense of destiny as a man of vision and action 
makes for unsettling reading. There was, however, one sense in 
which Gardiner's nihilistic anti-modernism resonated with the 
oudook oflocal ironstone miners. Bert Klandermans' essay in this 
collection speaks of the 'injustice frame' within which unemployed 
workers' engagement in protest takes place. But in East Cleveland 
the inclination to protest was powerfully constrained by a systemic 
factor that substantially eroded the injustice frame: a perception 
that the mining industry's future was itself ephemeral. Periodic pit 
closures were general in the industry, but nationally it was in steep 
decline fromjanuary 1930 to early 1933. Recovery thereafter was 
slow (see Table 11.1). 

Moreover, for basic geological reasons, East Cleveland's 
prospects were especially bleak and local mining never fully recov-
ered from the slump of 193o-3. The most easily mined ore was sit-
uated on the west of the ironstone field, where the seam reached 
3.4 metres in thickness; but at the eastern edge seams were 1.3 
metres thick (and sometimes less), and intercalated by a band of 
shale as much as 0.9 metres in thickness. 34 Cleveland ore was also 
poor quality, the iron content being only around 20 per cent. The 
output of the Cleveland mines, especially those in the east, was 
therefore in demand only when the region's iron and steel industry 
was buoyant. Even when Teesside's furnaces returned to full pro-
duction from 1935, the take-up of Cleveland ore was low because 
the industry's first preference (as it increasingly had been since the 
r88os) was to import better-quality Swedish and Spanish haematite 

33 Gardiner to the Pennymans, 19 Aug. 1929 and 18 Jan. 1931, Gardiner Papers, 
University of Cambridge Library, Archives Department. 

34 Figures for Eston and Stanghow mines respectively, adapted from]. S. Owen, 'The 
Cleveland Ironstone Industry', in C. A. Hempstead (ed.), Cleveland Iron and Steel 
(Middlesbrough, 1979), 14. 
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TABLE I I. I. Quarterly figures for the percentage unemployed among insured 
workers, aged 16-64 in UK ironstone mining, and the size ofthe Cleveland mines' 
labour force, 193o-I936 

Year % unemployed Cleveland workforce 

1930 
1 9.2 4,271 
2 12.3 4,063 
3 22.4 3,308 
4 31.7 3,049 

1931 
1 31.6 2,977 
2 36.1 2,952 
3 45.2 2,583 
4 42.9 2,046 

1932 
1 40.5 2,055 
2 42.1 2,085 
3 46.7 1,958 
4 54.3 1,340 

1933 
1 51.1 1,253 
2 44.2 1,594 
3 40.6 1,612 
4 38.0 1,835 

1934 
1 29.4 2,429 
2 26.4 2,501 
3 25.6 2,474 
4 23.5 2,456 

1935 
1 23.8 2,474 
2 24.0 2,484 
3 20.3 2,542 
4 20.7 2,450 

1936 
1 16.7 2,599 
2 14.4 2,698 
3 11.4 2,731 
4 11.1 2,941 

Source: 'Detailed Reports on Employment', Ministry ofLabour Gazette, vols. 38-45 passim. 
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ores (of around 8o per cent iron content). In 1938, for example, 
Teesside's iron and steelworks used only 1.47 million tonnes oflocal 
ore, while importing 2.46 million tonnes, plus a further 0.5 million 
tonnes from the newly opened Northamptonshire ironstone field.35 

An air of resignation, sometimes approaching fatalism, hung over 
the East Cleveland ironstone field. 
Almost from its inception in 1855, the Cleveland mining indus-

try had begun to exhaust its best-quality and most easily accessible 
seams. The secular trend in production was downwards from 
1907.36 Cleveland miners worked in the knowledge that their 
output was increasingly marginal to the regional iron and steel 
industry which they had effectively created. Furthermore, there 
was no alternative source of industrial employment. This was not 
just a depressed area, it was a steadily de-industrializing one. 
Gardiner's notion that industrialism was a spent force therefore 
had a strong resonance and getting 'back to the land' a particular 
appeal. Indeed, of the twenty-three pits operating between the 
wars, only eight survived beyond 1945, and none beyond 1964.37 

There is, though, no evidence that East Clevelanders endorsed 
fascism (unlike Middlesbrough, where support for the BUF was 
evident), or the broader racialist aspects of Gardiner's ideology, 
stressing the natural affinity of the North Sea and Baltic peoples 
with the English, especially East Clevelanders whom he supposed 
came from the same Viking stock. He was the principal English 
supporter of the independent German youth movement prior to 
the Nazi seizure of power in 1933.38 Unlike, however, other 
Britons influenced by non-party political youth movements such 
as the Deutsche Freischar, Gardiner continued a high level of 
contact with organized German youth after 1933. On his initia-
tive, for example, East Cleveland sword dancers visited Germany 
at least twice in the 1930s, in 1934 as the guests of the Deutsche 
Arbeitsfront (the Nazi-sponsored German workers' 'union') and 

35 The Times, 14 June and 28 Sept. 1938; G. A. North, Teesside's Economic Heritage 
(Middlesbrough, 1975), 204. 36 Owen, 'The Cleveland Ironstone Industry', 44-7.
37 North, Teesside's &onomic Heritage, 243-4 
38 See Malcolm Chase, 'North Sea and Baltic: Historical Conceptions in the Youth 

Movement and the Transfer ofldeas from Germany to England in the 1920s and 1930s', 
in Stefan Berger, Peter Lambert, and Peter Schumann (eds.), Historikerdialoge: Geschichte, 
Mythos und Gediichtnis im deutsch-britischen kulturellen Austausch, 175o-2ooo (Gottingen, 2003), 

 Also Waiter Laqueur, Young Germany: A History ofthe German Youth Movement 
(London, 1962), 241-3; and Peter D. Stachura, The German Youth Movement (London, 1981), 
136, 139-41, 150. 
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in 1936 to participate in the cultural programme linked to the 
Berlin Olympics. 39 In 1935 Gardiner also arranged for a party of 
German miners, organized by the Deutsche Arbeitsfront, to visit 
East Cleveland. Shortly afterwards, he wrote an article on the 
encounter: 

These simple Yorkshire families spared themselves no effort to make 
them welcome. On the last evening there was a party organised by the 
miners and their wives, at which every kind of old-fashioned dance and 
polonaise was performed with tremendous gusto. The gathering broke 
up at midnight with speeches and 'Auld Lang Syne', the German 
Anthem, the Horst Wessel Lied and 'God Save the King'.40 

Michael Tippett dismissed Gardiner as a 'crazy Morris dancer' 
and thought local people did so too.41 However, Gardiner's overt 
sympathy for Nazism introduced a layer of complexity into the 
oral history research for this study. No one ever admitted to 
singing the 'Horst Wessel Lied', even though musical activities 
were an important ancillary part of the CUMA scheme. Several 
participants, however, readily recalled singing the 'Red Flag', 
under the baton of the young Michael Tippett (briefly a 
Communist Party member, then an active Trotskyite, and subse-
quently one of the major composers of the second half of the 
twentieth century). Robin Hood, Tippett's first opera, was written in 
1934 for performance at Boosbeck by unemployed miners, their 
families, and supporting students. It is a moot point whether it 
was his subsequent fame that ensured memories of singing the 
'Red Flag' endured, or whether the uncomfortable associations of 
the 'Horst Wessel Lied' led to the emphatic recollection of music 
from the opposite end of the political spectrum.42 

The post-1933 German dimension to Heartbreak Hill meant 
that many East Clevelanders were subsequently reluctant fully to 
discuss the scheme. At least one collection of related photographs 
and personal letters was apparently burnt in September 1939.43 

On the other hand, it is clear that the involvement of European 

39 North-East Dai{y Gazette, 21july and 22 Aug. 1934. 
40 Cleveland Standard, 29 Aug. 1936; North Sea and Baltic (Spring 1936), 12. 
41 Michael Tippett (musician), interviewed at Birmingham, May 1989; cf. Kemp, 

Tippett, 26. 
42 Mr and Mrs Teesdale (miners' children), interviewed at Guisborough, 9 Feb. 1990; 

Chase and Whyman, Heartbrealc Hill, 21-6; Kemp, Tippett, 80-3.
43 Madge Tansley (miner's daughter), interviewed at Skelton,Jan. 1990. 
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students in general was highly appreciated by the unemployed and 
their families: it had the effect of internationalizing the problem of 
unemployment and ostensibly, therefore, offurther de-politicizing 
their predicament within a local and national context. 

In the final analysis, Heartbreak Hill is a mass of contradictions. 
A young Marxist, Michael Tippett, composes an opera for per-
formance by-and in aid of-unemployed miners and their fam-
ilies, eulogizing Robin Hood: 

God, he made the cottager 
He made him brave and free; 
But the Devil made the landlord, 
To steal from you and me. 
So God he made us oudaws, 
To beat the Devil's man, 
To rob the rich to feed the poor 
By Robin's ten year plan.44 

When not rehearsing, the men among the performers work, 
rather grudgingly, on what are effectively collective farms leased 
and managed by a local Tory grandee whose closest adviser is a 
Nazi fellow-traveller. The patronage of a leading figure in the 
local miners' union and Labour Party is necessary to overcome 
the suspicions of the unemployed. But what they really want is 
not collective cultivation but allotments they can call their own. 

In the end, the dogged individualism of the ironstone miners 
ground Pennyman down and from 1935 he consented to the divi-
sion of the farms into individual plots. Then, from 1936, the mines 
began to reopen and one by one the men withdrew from the land 
to hew the stone beneath, as the daughter of one of them vividly 
recalled: 
If you'd seen the relief in these villages you wouldn't have believed it. It 
was though someone had given me Dad a fortune. He went down to the 
pit. He got a start. He came back to me Mother (it was just before, or 
just after, me litde brother was born). He said, 'If anybody had said to 
ya' here's £roo I couldn't have been more pleased. To think I'm going 
down that pit on Monday morning'. 45 

Pennyman's insistence that each cultivator spend a minimum of 
three hours each day on the land was incompatible with work on 

44 Robin Hood, in Two Actr: Written and Composed by David Pennyless and Michael Tippett 
(Beverley, [1934Jl. 45 Newry Miller (miner's daughter). 
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the stone beneath. Anxious to recoup the annual cost of the 
twenty-five-year lease he had signed in 1931, James Pennyman 
agreed to turn the land over to working miners to cultivate in their 
spare time, either as allotments or commercially with the aid of 
horses. One of those interviewed for this study, Bill Miller, contin-
ued to farm Busky Fields, paying a rent set by the standards of 
depressed inter-war agriculture, until the lease fell-in in 1955. 

This study has tried to unfold some of the layers of meaning and 
interpretation attached to 'Heartbreak Hill'. Set against the stag-
gering scale of unemployment in the Cleveland region it had little 
to offer in directly practical terms; but the most common view of 
the project was, and remained, that it was an exemplary act of 
charity. 'I must thank both you & Mr. R. Gardiner because you 
are Both good. Best wishes to Both of you', one grateful member 
of the CUMA wrote toJames Pennyman.46 Less commonly, it was 
seen as a shrewd political manoeuvre that outflanked the local 
labour movement. For Gardiner and the Pennymans, it was a 
rejection of'the foul sewer of the Tees' and all that the latter rep-
resented (in their opinion) as one of Britain's largest centres of 
heavy industry: economic instability born of rampant industrial-
ization, the erosion of the organic authority of the gentry and aris-
tocracy, and the debasement of the English race and culture by 
urbanization. 

Though Gardiner's iconoclastic vision for it never materialized, 
the Cleveland Unemployed Miners' Association did have a sig-
nificance that extended well beyond its immediate locality. In 
directly practical terms it was a mere palliative (and could never 
have been otherwise). However, it created a local culture that 
'softened' unemployment both by tacitly endorsing the economy 
of makeshifts, and by giving the local establishment an ostensibly 
de-politicized arena for the display of public concern. It accrued 
considerable publicity and broadcast a message that something 
was being done about unemployment. Local and regional press 
coverage was extensive, even without the glamorous visitors from 
Germany or the royal family. 47 The furniture made in its adjunct 

46 Undated letter [1932?),john Hunter (North Skelton) tojames Pennyman, Teesside 
Archives, Pennyman Papers, U/PEN/11/28. 

47 e.g. Cleveland Standard, 23 Nov. 1935; Northern Echo 17, 26, and 27 Feb. 1932, 19 Apr. 
1932, 17 Feb. 1933, 12 May 1934, 19 Nov. 1935; North-East Daily Gazette, 16 Apr. 1932, 13 
Apr. 1934, 19 and 20 Nov. 1935; see also the collections of unsourced press cuttings in 
Teesside Archives, Pennyman Papers, U/PEN/11/2 and U/PEN/11/12. 
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workshops, Boosbeck Industries, was exhibited and sold in a spe-
cially furnished show house on Teesside but also much further 
afield, including the Peter Jones department store in Sloane 
Square, Chelsea. 48 In short, this scheme functioned to advertise 
across industrial Teesside and the North Riding ofYorkshire that 
the local political and social elite cared about unemployment. It 
also proclaimed that practical solutions to the problems of unem-
ployment were available. In explaining the absence of protest by 
the unemployed in this region, the climate of opinion nurtured by 
Ruth andjames Pennyman's land scheme is an important factor. 

For perfectly understandable reasons, historians have generally 
placed greater emphasis on movements of theunemployed, rather 
than movements for them. However, the relative absence of unem-
ployed protest nationally is a phenomenon needing explanation. 
The experience of East Cleveland underlines the significance of 
voluntary occupational schemes, both in ameliorating the physical 
impact of unemployment but, more particularly, in creating a 
climate of opinion wherein the psychological impact was softened. 
For obvious reasons, voluntary assistance schemes were strongest 
in those regions worst hit by unemployment, but more research is 
needed to establish where and to what extent such intervention 
was motivated by party political considerations or by general phil-
anthropic motives, and to assess its practical and psychological 
impact.49 

The ready availability of marginal land in East Cleveland was 
a powerful contributory factor in explaining why the response of 
the local unemployed to their predicament was not one of overt 
protest. Around 40 per cent of households had the use of an allot-
ment. This was one of the factors, the Manchester Guardian thought 
in 1934, which meant conditions in East Cleveland were not as 
serious as in jarrow, Hebburn or Tyneside, for example, [where] 
it is extremely difficult to secure land for this purpose'.50 

Variations in the availability ofland adjoining urban communities 
may have been a significant factor contributing to the absence of 

48 Chase and Whyman, Heartbreak Hill, 27-34. 
49 For a local case study of these issues see Matt Perry, 'The Limits of Philanthropy: Sir 

JohnJarvis and the Attempt to RegenerateJarrow, 1934-39', .North East History, 33 (2ooo), 
35-59, and for a more generalized perspective, Bernard Harris, 'Responding to Adversity: 
Government-Charity Relations and the Relief of Unemployment in Interwar Britain', 
Contemporary Record, 9/3 (1995), 529-61.

50 Manchester Guardian, 9]une 1934. 
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protest. Successive issues of the Ministry ofLabour Gazette certainly 
suggest that allotments and land reclamation were seen as integral 
to official management of the consequences of unemployment. 
Indeed, the government held in reserve powers to compel owners 
to release unused farmland for cultivation by the unemployed, 
under the 1931 Agricultural Land (Utilization) Act. These were 
never implemented, pardy because the Treasury was unwilling to 
finance the compulsory programme its implementation would 
have required, but also because of the widespread success of vol-
untary initiatives.51 A substantial literature examining and advo-
cating the role of the land in voluntary assistance for the 
unemployed emerged in the period. 52 

In assessing why the response of the unemployed in these 
mining communities to their predicament was quiescent, we also 
have to take into account other powerful local factors. Geology 
was one: the emerging perception that the life of this ironstone 
field would be limited, whatever the prevailing economic circum-
stances, arguably acted to subdue local anger when pits were 
mothballed. In the early nineteenth century belligerence had been 
a keynote in the response of occupational groups, such as the 
handloom weavers, to structural shifts in the economy that left 
them with rapidly diminishing employment. Then, industrializa-
tion had seemed raw and, if not exacdy reversible, at least with a 
potential capacity to be redirected to labour's advantage. A 
century later, there was no such optimism among the miners of 
Cleveland. Industrialism was no longer raw; indeed in many 
respects its local appearance was one of decrepitude. These were 

51 Ministry of Labour Gazette, 39/8 (Aug. 1931); Robert Skidelsky, Politicians and the Slump: 
The Labour Government of 1929-1931(London, 1967), 256-9, 262.james Pennyman was nom-
inated the North Riding's District Commissioner under the Act, Teesside Archives 
Pennyman Papers U/PEN/11/26, Sept. 1931. For the mothballing of these land reclama-
tion powers see Unemployment Service Bulletin, 2 (Sept. 1932), 25. 

52 See e.g. Hoyland, Digging with the Unemployed; id., Digging for a New England; National 
Council for Social Service, Work with the Unemployed: An Account of someExperiments [1930?]; 
William Noble, 'Miners' Training Clubs', Contemporary Review (Sept. 1931); F. M. Osborn, 
'Allotments for the Unemployed: A Sheffield Enterprise', Social Service Review (May 1930); 
Ralph Parnell, Back-to-the-Land: A Scheme for the Selection and Training ofSurplus Industrial Workers 
as Small-holders (Cheltenham, [1933]); Scott, Se!fSubsistencefor the Unemployed; 'Unemployed 
Miners' Allotments', The Times, 10 Sept. 1930. This is a selection only of literature relating 
to allotments and smallholdings for the unemployed. The literature on the role of land 
reclamation in national reconstruction more generally was vast. See e.g. D. R. Denman, 
J. F. Q Switzer, and 0. H. M. Sawyer (eds.), Bibliography of Rural Land Economy and 
Landownership, Igoo-1937 (Cambridge, 1958), passim. 
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not propitious circumstances in which to build a protest move-
ment demanding the right to work and there is no evidence the 
local labour movement attempted to do so. 

Furthermore, as we have seen, it was outmanoeuvred on the 
stage of constituency politics by the CUMA initiative itself. The 
project simultaneously thrust the Conservative constituency's 
chairman into the heart of East Cleveland, whilst acting to de-
politicize local unemployment. Wilf Franks's account of the first 
day at Busky Fields vividly conveys that the miners were sensitive 
to being patronized by James Pennyman. Yet there was sufficient 
latent deference in their (in essence rural) communities to cement 
viable working relationships. Organized Labour was hamstrung by 
a reluctance to be seen to criticize voluntary charitable initiatives. 
It was not just Alderman Mansfield, the Cleveland constituency 
Labour Party, or the miners' trade union that succumbed to the 
moral hegemony of the CUMA. One Cambridge student volun-
teer at Heartbreak Hill (a Communist Party member until 1956) 
later reflected that, 'whether or not [Pennyman's] scheme made 
any material difference to the villages I never discovered, but they 
certainly made a lasting impression on me'. 53 And as the daughter 
of one of Heartbreak Hill's cultivators (subsequently an ironstone 
miner's wife, a lifelong Labour Party activist and local councillor) 
disarmingly told the present author: 'Son, I don't think politics 
came into it. '54 

53 Frida Knight, unpublished autobiography (c.1970) (in possession ofMalcolm Chase), 
eh. 7, fo. 3· 54 Newry Miller (miner's daughter). 




